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Figure 1: (Left) Our proposed workflow, has been adapted from sense-making loop for visual analytics [5], for exploration of the
raw data from surveys. Using both survey data and metadata as the input data (magenta), we propose adding data mining (cyan)
to the visual analytic workflow, where we visualize the data mining observations as intermediate data (clusters, matrices). (Right)
Visualization techniques included in SurveyVis enable in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of the Urban Health Initiative (UHI) India,
for family planning (FP). (a) The association matrix shows clear clusters of variables in the survey, and important variables, such as,
M 17 (a metric for the uptake of FP services) is highlighted in black and M 18 (source of FP services) in green. (b) The GPLOM
plots of M 23 (on accessibility of FP services) vs M 13 (type of FP method adopted), M 15 (type of FP method adopted after the last
failed pregnancy), and M 17, show trends in accessibility of contraceptive methods. (c) The chart shows trends in quality or types of
contraceptive methods by using the cumulative trends in M 17. (d) Charts for spatio-temporal analysis of M 17 give the trends in the
uptake of contraceptive methods. (e) Parallel coordinate plot is used for multivariate analysis for finding trends in establishing outlets
for socially marketed contraceptive measures.

ABSTRACT

Visual analytics is widely adopted in iterative data science/analytic
workflows where the human-in-the-loop uses the visualizations to
make sense of the data. We are interested in the in-depth analysis
of the surveys conducted for studying the effectiveness of public
health programs, for which we propose the use of visual analyt-
ics. Here, a collaboration between researchers in public health and
visualization has led to co-creation of workflows enabling visual
analytic techniques for subject-centric raw data from the surveys.
We build an appropriate data model which feeds into our proposed
visualization techniques. We present a prototype implementation
of our tool, SurveyVis, and demonstrate the usage of our tool in
analyzing a public health program deployed in India.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(HCI)]: User Interfaces—User-centered design; I.3.8 [Computing
Methodologies]: Computer Graphics—Applications; K.4.3 [Com-
puters and Society]: Organizational impacts—Computer-supported
collaborative work;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Community-based research in public health has been an outcome of
critical reflection of various aspects of the field of public health [4].
Participatory forms of research have been a mainstay in the domain
of public health, and our work in itself is an example of collabora-
tion between public health researchers and computing/visualization
experts. Our work on techniques and tools for data exploration and
analysis resonates with some of the key principles of research in
public health. The principles of public health research are collab-
orative research, knowledge integration for mutual benefit of all
stakeholders/partners, co-learning environment for research, and
dissemination of key findings to all partners. Systematic collection
of data, e.g. through survey instruments, and its analysis contribute
to public health surveillance 1. Survey data pertaining to public
health programs is important for evaluating the effectiveness of the
public health programs, using representative data from sampled
regions/sites during specific time periods.

Given the significance of surveys in capturing public health data,
we focus on the visual analytics of survey responses. We refer to
the collection of responses for the survey questionnaire by each
respondent and the survey metadata, as raw data. For public health
data, data analytic and visualization tools exist separately [7], and
currently there is a need to integrate these two sets of tools. Owing

1N. Allee, K. Alpi, K. Cogdill, C. Selden, and M. Youngkin. Pub-
lic health information and data: a training manual. National Network
of Libraries of Medicine and National Library of Medicine (US), 2004.
http://www.phpartners.org/pdf/phmanual.pdf



to the gap in such tools, analysis of public health data continues
to be limited to descriptive statistics and does not consider the raw
data in its entirety. Our work, contrarily, facilitates exploration
and analysis of the raw data, by providing affordable, efficient, and
popular visualization techniques for community-based research. Our
proposed techniques blend with other data analytic techniques in a
data science workflow [2], which is shown in Figure 1.

2 OUR APPROACH

We propose that the survey responses be modeled as multivariate
data and the survey metadata as geospatio-temporal attributes. Even
though the model is straightforward, such a model has not been used
so far in survey data analysis, to our knowledge. This model is the
backbone of our proposed visualizations. It makes our proposed
visual analytic tool generic, so that it can be used with survey data
for other public programs, and is extensible to similar requirements
in other geographical regions. Slingsby et al. have proposed a visual
analytic tool for internal monitoring and external communication
of citizen survey outcomes in England [9]. Their tool visualizes
statistical analysis of the survey data and is primarily targeted to
survey administrators and public health researchers, and secondarily
for public consumption. Their tool is not for subject-wise analysis.

A survey questionnaire predominantly consists of multiple choice
questions (MCQs), which are of different types based on the number
of answers they expect [1], namely, single or multiple answers. For
example, questions such as,“Did you have access to any information
sources?” expect a single response from its binary or tertiary choices
(e.g., yes/no/maybe questions) response type, whereas questions of
the type “Which of the information sources did you have access
to?” expect multiple responses. In our data model, every question is
treated as a variable in the multivariate data. MCQs with multiple
responses are nested multivariate data, synonymous to vector data,
which we visualize as “details-on-demand” [8].

2.1 Collaborative Design
The need for yet another visualization software in our work stems
from four reasons. Affordability of existing holistic tools such as
Tableau in developing countries, minimalism in co-created tools,
familiarizing public health researchers with appropriate visualiza-
tion techniques, and co-ownership 2 of the tool, which improves
its adoption. Collaborative design and data-driven design are two
different characteristics of our choice of visualizations of raw data.
We integrate two data mining methods, namely, (a) user-defined
clustering of the choices of a MCQ to give coarser set of choices;
and (b) computation of the association matrix using normalized mu-
tual information (NMI) [10] between variables with categorical and
numerical values.

For visual analytics of survey data, we modify the requirements
in [11], which were for a similar visual analytic tool created in col-
laboration with climate researchers. Our requirements are similar
to theirs, primarily due to the similar nature of the data (i.e., being
multivariate with geospatial context). We modify the requirements
to include those based on time, subject-wise analysis, and data pro-
cessing and mining. Thus, our broad requirements from the visual
analytics of survey data are interaction with raw data (R1), summa-
rization of data using a subset of variables (R2), visualization of
inter-variable relationships (R3), support for geospatial and temporal
contexts (R4), support for subject-wise analysis (R5), support for
linked views (R6), and support for data processing and mining (R7).

Our visualization tasks are organized as multivariate analysis,
contextual analysis based on survey metadata, subject-centric analy-
sis and summaries/overview. These visualizations demonstrate the
five W’s3 of journalistic reporting for organizing information [9, 12].
“Who” encodes the variables which are characteristics of the respon-
dents (i.e. which cross-section of the population?), “what” encodes
the variables pertaining to effectiveness of the public health program,
and “why” is captured using the relationships between different vari-
ables. “Where” and “when” are the geospatio-temporal variables of

2This is similar to that of value co-creation in customer engaged behavior
through co-development, used in marketing literature (E. Jaakkola and M.
Alexander, Journal of Service Research, 17(3):247261, 2014)

3Five W’s refer to variables that answer the “what”, “who”, “where”,
“when”, and “why” type of questions in the data

the survey, which are the metadata. The “what” and “why” analysis
fulfill R1-R3 and R7; both “when” and “where” fulfill R4; and “who”
fulfills R5. Additionally, the visualizations facilitate both summa-
rization as well as data exploration, for which we use the Visual In-
formation Seeking Mantra [8], where, the “overview” visualizations
fulfill R2 and R3; and “zoom and filter” and “details-on-demand”
fulfill R1.

Thus, we propose the following visualizations and user inter-
actions: (a) parallel coordinates [6] and generalized plot matrices
(GPLOMs) [3] to explore subject-wise multivariate data; (b) a map-
based (spatial) visualization indicating location-wise frequency of
subjects/patients; (c) a double-ended slider widget to select a time
interval; and (d) three different options for overviews. Overviews
include subject-centric heatmap (or cluster map) for subject-wise
analysis, an association matrix of variables for multivariate analysis,
and MCQ-based frequency distribution plots demonstrating spatial,
temporal, or spatio-temporal trends. The frequency distribution plots
also appeal to the familiarity of visualizations used in the existing
data science workflow of the public health researchers. Our results
in Figure 1 are from our case study of a public health program in
India, namely, the Urban Health Initiative India4. We have specifi-
cally studied the influence of the program in family planning (FP)
practices in 11 cities.

3 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and designed visual analytic techniques for ex-
ploring and analyzing survey data for public health programs. Our
motivation has been to build a tool as a collaborative effort between
the visualization experts and public health researchers. Our proto-
type implementation, SurveyVis, has been used to demonstrate a
case-study. SurveyVis5 is intended to be a publicly available tool,
which is currently being used by public health researchers at FRHS.
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